The timers for Monarch meters are set through a series of dip switches. Setting the timers is simple and straightforward as long as you follow the necessary steps carefully.

The dip switches of the single shot timer are divided into two categories: “total amount of time per use” and “# of coins to start”. For the example listed below, the “.5” and “2” switches (beside the “total amount of time per use”) are in the “on” position; and the “2” switch (beside “# of coins to start”) is in the “on” position. This means that for 2 coins, they will get 2 minutes and 30 seconds of time.
IFT TIMER
120V
(UL APPROVED COMPONENTS)

LOAD
lights, solenoid, etc.

POWER SUPPLY
120 VOLT

OPTIONAL BUZZER

COIN MECH

T-6

T-2

T-10

Orange Wire